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[Date]

The Honourable Minister Bill Mauro, M.P.P.
Minister of Natural Resources and Forestry
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
6th Floor, Room 6630, Whitney Block
99 Wellesley Street West
Toronto ON M7A 1W3

E-mail: mnrwaterpolicv@ontario.ca

Dear Minister Mauro,

Re:  Review of Conservation Authorities Act

On behalf of the City of Hamilton ("Hamilton"), I am pleased to forward the within
submission on how to improve the Conservation Authorities Act and regulations.

We have reviewed the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) Discussion
Paper and have considered the questions raised therein, some of which relate pointedly
to issues challenging Hamilton at this moment.

Hamilton appreciates and respects the Province of Ontario's efforts to protect and
preserve the natural environment and welcomes the opportunity to identify ways to
improve those efforts in an economical and equitable manner.

Below I provide submissions in response to the questions posed in the Discussion
Paper:

QUESTION #1:  In your view, how well is the current governance model as
provided in the Conservation Authorities Actworking?

Independence

The independent and watershed based governance model of conservation authorities is
generally supported. With respect to source water protection activities, such model is
considered essential.

However, municipalities should be entitled to more decision-making powers (as they
relate to scope of projects, risk management, priorities and funding) when conservation
authorities undertake projects within a municipality's boundaries. Also, there is a need
for greater consistency in governance, strategic direction and service delivery, which
could be achieved through greater oversight by the Province.

Representation on the Board
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Pursuant to subsections 14(1), 14(5) and 2(2) of the Act, the number of representatives
that each municipality can appoint to a conservation authority board is based on the
population of that municipality within the watershed. However, section 4 of the Act
suggests that a two-tier municipality is entitled to even more seats, by permitting each
lower tier municipality to appoint a representative, regardless of its population. This has
the effect of giving a two-tier municipality representation which is far greater and
disproportionate to its aggregate population.

A municipality like Hamilton, which is single tier, is in effect penalized in comparison to
its neighbouring two-tier municipalities. To avoid such.:::disparity and inequity, where
there is a two-tier municipality, the population of the'iiiiÿiÿ"lSer tier municipality should
determine the total number of representatives to whidÿ"iiiiiÿnd its lower tier municipalities
are entitled.       ÿ:ÿ!!ÿi!i:iiiiii!i!ÿ:iÿ.-,

Membership and Qualifications          .,-,:,:.:,,:,.:,'        '::;i}ii!!i!i::.
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QUESTION #2: In y    ,iew, how are the programs and services delivered by
conservation authorities best financed.'?

Apportionment of Maintenance Costs

A significant source of funding for conservation authorities is the maintenance and
administration costs levy which is apportioned to participating municipalities pursuant to
section 27 of the Act.
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Subsection 27(6) of the Act contemplates that a conservation authority is entitled to
apportion a levy for maintenance costs only against the rateable property in that part of
the municipality which falls within the conservation authority's jurisdiction. However,
Ontario Regulation 670/00 regarding Conservation Authority Levies has been
erroneously interpreted by some parties to suggest that a municipality's total
assessment may be used in the calculation of the levy.

For example, section 3 of Ontario Regulation 670/00 states that "[t]he modified current
value assessment [of each participating municipality] is calculated by adding the current
value assessments of all lands within a municipality al!.:ÿ.orÿpart of which are within an
authority s jurisdiction and by applying the followi#ÿl!iiÿfdbtors to the current value
assessment of the land in the following property cla.sÿ!!::.--i'' The lands which should be
included in the assessment are only those which:ÿl)iiÿi{ÿjq.the watershed not all of the
lands within the municipality. To interpret sect!ÿ;::3 o{'fi:ÿ:ÿjse would be inconsistent
with the Act.                  ÿ.ÿ:ÿiiiiÿ-iiiÿ-:'ÿ     ":'ÿÿii:;i!::.ÿ

Hamilton is unfortunately embroiled in'ÿ::!a!iiiii(ÿgal dispute with ':i#ÿiiiÿ#iagara Peninsula
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for a participating municipality to consent to an
agreement, where it delilies an unjust enrichment from the formula.  For example,
where the application of the formula causes a municipality to receive a benefit which
disproportionately exceeds the amount it must pay, then it may well choose to decline
an agreement. Perhaps the solution here would be for the conservation authority board
to have the authority to determine an apportionment which is fair and appropriate,
having regard to specific factors like benefit derived; or alternatively, the Minister could
have the authority to impose an apportionment on the parties which is fair and
appropriate.
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Administration Costs

In order to ensure administration costs (subsection 27(3)) of a conservation authority
are properly controlled, the Act could specify a maximum percentage of all the
maintenance and capital project costs up to which the administrative costs may be
allowed.

"Benefit derived"

The Act states that conservation authorities must a£.p.£rtion capital project costs
(subsection 26(2)) and maintenance costs (sub, siÿ#ÿi6n 27(2)) to participating
municipalities based on the "benefit derived" by e:aiÿiÿiiÿuch municipality. It would be
helpful if the Act and Ontario Regulation 670/0..0'iÿEÿt!ÿi#.t factors for determining the
'benefit derived" by each municipality, how it shÿ:ÿiÿ affÿ!ÿiiÿbe levy apportionment, and
how such benefit can be verified, whethe.(iiii!iÿ:.!; the form::iÿiliÿ:financial, environmental
assessment or other reports. Such repoÿ!iÿ:i!ÿwould also imÿ:ÿiÿiÿ.e, the transparency in
the work done by conservation authoritiegÿ:-&>ÿJld how money is spe:fiÿ{ÿ!!-.::'::.,
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We hope to see           long term commitment of annual base funding from the
Province. Further, we    Id like the Act to provide clarification and direction on how
provincial funding is to be equitably shared among the conservation authority and its
participating municipalities. To this end, the Act should clarify:

•  how Provincial grant funding is to be applied towards offsetting the levy for each
supporting municipality;

o  how special purpose funding by the MNRF or any other ministry is to be factored
into the levy calculations;
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•  how the conservation authority may prioritize the request for special funding such
that where the available funds are limited, that all supporting municipalities are
treated fairly in terms of allocation of such funds to individual initiatives; and

Section 20 of the Act sets out the
an authority are to establish and
program designed to further the
management of natural resource

o  where the funds expended on a municipality's projects during the year are less
than the funds levied, the balance would go into a reserve; the Act could specify
that such reserves be maintained as segregated reserves to be used only for the
purposes of that municipality; and the Act could clarify if the contributing
municipality has a voice in how such accumulat#gliiiÿeserves be applied in future
years, specifically, to offset any levy for the subÿ:ÿ:ÿnt years.

siiii::iiiiiiii i!
QUESTION #3: In your view, what should be',:itÿieÿrÿi:ÿiiiOf conservation authorities
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Possible such inconsistencies include:

increasing                iht of conservation authorities operations and
activities;

ensuring work as between conservation authorities, municipalities, the Province
and other parties is performed by the party with the most technical knowledge,
and ensuring funds are allocated accordingly;

standardizing certain work, such as collecting and preparing technical data (e.g.
collection of rainfall, stream flow, lake levels, snow courses) which all support a
multitude of programs, and ensuring funds are consistently committed to support
such work;
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updating certain documents such as: (i) MNRF's natural hazard guideline from
2002, upon which conservation authorities provide review comments related to
natural hazards, and (ii) the Generic Regulations from 2006, established for
regulating any development or activities in hazard lands.

Hamilton looks forward to continuing to play a role in the review and development of the
Conservation Authorities Act and regulations. We welcome the opportunity to meet with
you and your staff to discuss this submission and answe.tiÿny questions you may have.
To schedule a meeting or for further information, pleasÿi;:iÿ:ntact me by telephone or bye-mail.           ,'iiiiÿii]iiiiÿii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!ÿiiiÿ
Sincerely,                 ,.Gÿilili!!i       :!ÿ:,


